
Church History Pt. I1

Pentecost to the Medieval

Jewish Foundations3

The post-Alexander world from the Zagros to the Adriatic is Hellenistic

Judean ‘independence’

Conquest of the Levant and the subjugation of Egypt to a puppet-state of (republican) Rome by Pompey the 
Great

Augustus’ victory over Mark Antony brings the Eastern Mediterranean under the direct control of Rome and 
draws Jewish communities further west than previously

Jewish religious practice sanctioned by Roman law

Early Spread of the Church4

Early persecution pushes the Church out from Jerusalem

Paul and Barnabas with mission work to the Gentiles and then to Greece

Centralization on Rome and a sizable Jewish population there leads to the growth of the Church in Rome even 
before Paul arrives

Generally outside of the Levant or further east or south (Armenia, Persia, India, Ethiopia), Greek becomes the 
language of the Church, but as a vernacular and liturgically

Age of Martyrs5

Umbrella of tolerance over Judaism extended to Christians early on, but as the Church began to look less 
Jewish and more Gentile, that tolerance was rescinded

Early persecutions were sporadic and irregular

The first mass, deliberate persecution came under the Emperor Nero, though localized around Rome



The first mass, deliberate persecution came under the Emperor Nero, though localized around Rome

About a hundred years later, there was a more general persecution but was still localized around certain 
major urban centers

Age of Martyrs, cnt'd6

About seventy-five years after that one was another general persecution accompanied imperial decline—the 
persecution stopped when Emperor Valerian was captured by the Persians

The most severe and universal persecutions to occurred under Emperor Diocletian as part of his project to re-
stabilize the Empire

It is occasionally suggested that Christians were just one of a myriad of ‘Oriental Mystery Cults’ and merely 
the one that succeeded

A key indication of the difference between Christians and these others is that these others don’t really get 
singled-out for any particular reason

Christian Rome7

Constantine becomes emperor and establishes universal religious toleration

Gradual shifting of civil structures into Christian ones—not (at this point) pagan temples or shrines

Explosive growth in conversions, and not always for the best of reasons, as being Christian when the Emperor 
is favoring them can lead to career advancement

Heresy & the First Five Ecumenical Councils8

Constantine’s bid to unite the Empire religiously ran into the problem of several ‘Christianities’ seemingly 
present

“Heresy” has the image of one that is ‘chosen’ or ‘seized’, so something that is taken for one’s own rather 
than something of a tradition one is integrated into

Three basic categories of heresies in the early Church:



“Heresy” has the image of one that is ‘chosen’ or ‘seized’, so something that is taken for one’s own rather 
than something of a tradition one is integrated into

Three basic categories of heresies in the early Church:

Christological

Trinitarian

Gnostic

Heresy cnt'd9

Main heresy of Constantinian Rome was Arianism

Solution to reconcile the whole Church was a universal (ecumenical) meeting of the bishops of the Church

The Council of Nicaea led to the promulgation of the Creed, with an addendum expanding on the Holy Spirit 
added in a subsequent Council in Constantinople

Catholics and Orthodox recognize the first seven jointly

Protestants vary in how they agree or even if they explicitly agree to the authority of the early Councils

For all Christians, the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed is the baseline

Fall of the Western Empire10

The how and why of the fall of the western half of the Empire is a bit beside the point for now

Many of the Gothic tribes pushing into Rome were actually Arian

As Western power fragmented, ecclesial authority in the Latin world continued to look to Rome

In the East, Constantinople was still in power, and so remained preeminent

As Roman civil and cultural cohesion broke up in the West, Roman religious cohesion remained, even if 
occasionally more of a moral authority than discrete 
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Eastern Roman Decline & Islam11

Eastern Rome and Persia (Byzantine and Sassanid Empires) continued to dual through the 400s and 500s

Justinian nearly reunites the whole Roman Empire in the mid-500s but bankrupts the treasury in the attempt

Bubonic Plague wrecks both the Romans and the Persians which leads to them not having the economy or 
manpower to check Islam as Arab invaders completely subjugate Persia and leave the Romans with just 
Anatolia by the end of the 600s

Gnostic and Monophysite Christians in Egypt convert to Islam en masse (but not entirely) due to them being 
theologically close to Muslims already

Charlemagne12

The idea of restoring the Western Roman Empire is still not dead in the West in the 800s

Charlemagne as the first viable candidate to claim to be the Emperor of the West militarily, but given ecclesial 
approval by the pope to replace Byzantine protection which was no longer possible

Charlemagne embarks on a ‘Romanization’ of the Church in the Carolingian lands (Ibero-Franko-German) 
which helps standardize and universalize the Roman Missal

Deliberate evangelical pushes into German and Magyar lands

Eastern Expansion & Kievan Rus’13

Norse traders along the Volga, etc. lead to contact with Constantinople via the Black Sea and they establish 
several kingdoms among the Slavs

Byzantine interest turns to the steppes to the north both for trade and to bring them into Constantinople’s 
orbit for use against the Abbasid Caliphate, including directly employing Norse mercenaries as the emperor’s 



1077: Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV vs. Pope Gregory VII

Crusades15

Muslim conquest of Byzantine provinces in southern Anatolia leads to Byzantine request from the pope for 
Western help

Mutual excommunications were lifted in 1965

Byzantines are expecting a ‘Western Empire’ army to provide assistance, and instead it is a very loose 
confederation of armies of varying sizes and ability

The Eastern Empire doesn’t really want much to do with this hodgepodge of Western armies, so they point 
them at Jerusalem and send them on quickly

The First Crusade is by many metrics successful—Jerusalem is under Western Christian control, several 
‘Outremer’ kingdoms established in the Levant

Crusades, cnt'd16

Due to distance and lack of consistent support (as well as renewed pushes from surrounding Muslim 
kingdoms), eventually the Crusader Kingdoms fall

Several successive crusades launched, none as successful (the Fourth Crusade even got co-opted by Venice 

Byzantine interest turns to the steppes to the north both for trade and to bring them into Constantinople’s 
orbit for use against the Abbasid Caliphate, including directly employing Norse mercenaries as the emperor’s 
personal bodyguards—the Varangian Guard

Christianization of the peoples up the rivers leads to the Slavic churches (first in Kyiv and then Muscovy as 
the main sees)

Great Schism & Papal Primacy14

1054: formal split between the Greek and Latin Churches

Not a ‘Berlin Wall’ moment



Due to distance and lack of consistent support (as well as renewed pushes from surrounding Muslim 
kingdoms), eventually the Crusader Kingdoms fall

Several successive crusades launched, none as successful (the Fourth Crusade even got co-opted by Venice 
and an exiled Byzantine prince and ended with the sack of Constantinople)

Fallout from the Crusades leads to a more coherent conception of “Europe” and “Christendom” as well as a 
desire to expand trade further east

High Medieval17

Contact with the East leads also to contact with the past

Founding of the first universities to deal first with the influx of texts and then to develop the law needed to 
meet the new trade systems and political structures to manage it

Western Europe is still under the shadow of the idea of Rome, but ‘Europe’ now exists as something distinct 
with an identity colored by ancient Rome, but not determined by it


